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Social Bookmarking

 Service for users to share, organize, search, and manage 
bookmarks or web resources, also known as collaborative 
tagging.

 A bookmark contains: the user, the web resource (URL), the 
date and time, and the Tags.

 Tags are user-generated metadata, “wisdom of the crowds”. 
 Some popular social bookmarking services:

 Delicious
 Flickr
 CiteULike



Delicious
 The most popular social bookmarking service, founded in 2003, 

acquired by Yahoo! In 2005. 

 By the end of 2008, 5.3 million users and 180 million unique URLs 
bookmarked. 

Most recent bookmarks

Title of the bookmarked resource

You can save bookmarks that other users made

The tags assigned to the resource

Users can search for tag, resource, and users

The most often used tags

The current most popular bookmarks
Users can conduct search using tags

Number of times this resource has 

been bookmarkedThe resources bookmarked 

with the tag “ajax”

Bookmarks from all network members

Fans of  a user—who follows a  user

Members of  a user’s network—

Who the user follows

Locate a user by user name

Add a user to network by user name



Using Delicious 

 For web resource bookmarking
 User-generated metadata—tags
 Tags group together to form tag space—Folksonomy

 For web resource discovery
 Search 

 Using tags
 Using user name

 Browse
 Tedious
 May generate serendipitous results

 For social purposes
 Networking with other users
 Share bookmarks



Modeling Tag Space



Delicious Implicit Networks I

 The tripartite graph can be reduced into 3 

bipartite graphs (two-mode graph):



Delicious Implicit Networks I

 Each of the 3 bipartite graphs can be folded into 
2 simple graphs (one-mode network)

NW Node Edge and Weight

UUt User Edge: User-User association

Weight: # of tags used by both users

UUr User Edge: User-User association

Weight: # of resources annotated by both users

TTu Tag Edge: Tag-Tag association

Weight: # of users who use both tags

TTr Tag Edge: Tag-Tag association

Weight: # of resources annotated with both tags

RRu Resource Edge: Resource-Resource association

Weight: # of users who annotated both resources

RRt Resource Edge: Resource-Resource association

Weight: # tags used fro annotating both resources



Delicious Explicit User Network

 It is explicit because users create it

 This network is directed
User “wadishman” 

and “abudz” are 

mutual “friends”User “cos1887”, “moonsaud”,

“domr”, and “bchubrik” 

are fans of user “adel



Implicit UUt/UUr Network Analysis

 UUt and UUr networks reveal how users are implicitly associated with each other:
 Through annotating common resources or using common tags
 Users with “common interests” have higher chances of connecting with each other in UUt and UUr networks 

 Data collection and processing
 Collected from Delicious using JSON feed over a month period (March 2010)
 Data statistics

 Number of unique URLs: 127,781
 Number unique tags:70,017
 Number of unique users: 87,539

 Data cleansing: removed
 Tags with two or fewer letters or containing any special symbols
 Resources bookmarked less than 5 times
 Tags used less than 10 times

 UUt and UUr network are extracted

# of 

Nodes

# of Edges Density Cluster Coefficient

UUt 3448 2585426 0.437 0.732

UUr 2295 8999 0.003 0.381

UUt network is denser and more tightly 

linked than UUr network. We use UUr 

network for further analysis since 

annotating the same resource is a much 

stronger indication of common interests 

than using the same tag. 



Hierarchical Clustering on UUr 

Network

 Girvan-Newman (GN) algorithm

Divisive hierarchical clustering

Use “edge betweenness”

“Goodness of Clustering” measured as 

modularity (0.3~0.7)

 GN algorithm on egonetwork of user 

„bizpro566‟ in UUr network reveals:

GN divisive hierarchical clustering 

results on egonetwork of user 

„bizpro566‟ who has the highest 

centrality in Delicious UUr

Egonetwork of “bizpro566” can be 

clustered into several smaller 

groups. In each of the groups, 

users are associated with each 

other through common resources.



Delicious Explicit Network

 Some statistics:

~ 10% of users set their network “private”

~48% of who set their network “public” have 
no one in their network

~72% of users have fans

 Network size distribution:

Most of the networks (~72%) and fan groups 
(~78%) have size 10 or less

Delicious explicit user network size follows 
power law distribution. Most of the Delicious 
users have fairly small network—most of 
them have network of size smaller than 10.



User-User Networks: Implicit vs. 
Explicit

 Why do users network on social bookmarking 
services?

 Who are they networking with?
 Previous relationships
 Other users discovered on Delicious

 Is the networking “common-interests based”?
 Empirical findings from the dataset

 There is minimal overlap between a users’ explicit network 
members and the “potential common-interest users” 
suggested by the implicit user-user network



Shared Resources Between Network 
Members

 Does a user share many resources with 

her explicit network members? 

For users whose network members 
share resources with them, the 
number of shared resources is very 
small most of the time--only 1 or 2 
common resources

For more than half of the 
users, 90% or more of their 
network members do not 
share resources with them. 



Shared Tags Between Network 

Members

 Does a user share many tags with her 

network members?

Between a Delicious user and her 
network members or fans, the 
number of shared tags is small—most 
of the users only share about 20% or 
less tags with other users in their 
explicit network. 

Even when tag-tag comparison between 
users is restricted to each of the users’ most 
commonly used tags, the overlap is not 
significantly increased. 



Findings and Implications 

 Networking on Delicious is NOT necessarily 
common-interest based

 Common-interest based networking can greatly 
facilitate useful content discovery

 To support common-interest networking we 
need to identify:
 Users with whom you share many resources

 Users with  whom you share many tags

 Users with whom you share many network members 
with

 A convenient way to view a user‟s interests

For each identified clusters of “bizpro566”, find the 
commonly used tags of resources shared within the 
group, these tags can be used to label “common 
interests” of the group members

We can construct an “interest map” 
for “bizpro566” based on the 
interests of groups to which she is 
connected. 



Future Research

 More social bookmarking explicit user-user 
network analysis

Network structure, properties, and dynamics

Networks from services other than Delicious

 Mechanisms to facilitate “common-interests 
driven” networking


